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This work includes the chemical measurements of organic nitrogen, I would like to draw the attention of the authors on our recent work on amines:


(1) The part I provides a wealthy knowledge of the sources and dynamics of amines in the atmosphere, a summary of a lot of work on this topic, I am sure this can serve as a good supplement for the authors to improve the introduction section.

(2) The part II provides the thermodynamic properties (Henry’s Law constant, pKa, solubility, etc.) of a large number of amines, of course including the most common short-chain aliphatic amines. It also proves that for several common amines, the tendency to partition to the particle phase is similar to or greater than that of ammonia by comparing their acid-base reaction dissociation constants with ammonia. At higher RH, the formation of aminium salts (including nitrates) is more likely, and this partitioning is also strongly dependent upon pH and is greatest for acidic aerosols.

I hope these works are helpful.
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